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The main Informa,on Governance Challenges

• Expansion of information systems within organizations

• Expansion of the use of health information

• Proliferation of medical devices that generate data and which should be integrated into the
electronic clinical process of the institutions

• Increasing data volume and variety

• Interoperability issues between medical devices and IS and between intra and inter-institutional
IS

• Trust in shared information

• The legal obligations inherent in the information

• Information security
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Digital Transformation in Europe
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Digital transformation in Europe
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DIGITAL MATURITY AND THE PREVALENCE OF DIGITISED PATIENT DATA

How would you rate your organisation in 
terms of digital maturity? 
[mean values; scale from 1 ”not mature at all” to 10 “extremely mature”; only 
participants who work in a health facility]

What percentage of patient data in your 
organisation is digitised?
[Scale from 0% - 100%; only participants who work in a health facility]

Digital Maturity (self-assessment) Patient Data in Digital Format (self-assessment)

Extremely
mature

Not 
mature

at all 1

10

Total

*

Valid responses 2018: Total: n = 262*/242**; Italy: n = 19*/19**; Nordic Countries: n = 35*/33**; Switzerland: n = 30*/29**; Spain: n = 19*/18;** Netherlands: n = 20*/17**; 
United Kingdom: n = 19*/15**; Germany: n = 48*/44**; *Q1: digital maturity?; **Q2: percentage of  digitised patient data?; Austria: no data for 2018.

2018 results

The vast majority of patient data in Europe is available in digital form. According to this study, 78% of patient records across all countries are digitised. This 
is a slight increase compared to last year. Countries such as the Netherlands and the Nordics, where more than 90% of patient records are already digitised, 
have a strong foundation to transform their health systems and provide new types of services. However, the prevalence of digital data alone doesn’t 
automatically lead to high levels of digital maturity, i.e. with the ability to provide meaningful and effective outcomes. This explains why healthcare 
providers from all countries rate their own digital maturity typically much lower than the availability of digitised data. This gap is particularly strong in 
Austria. 
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5Integration of novel monitoring devices with machine learning technology for scalable cardiovascular management

Chayakrit Krittanawong, et al. Nature Reviews Cardiology volume 18, pages75–91(2021)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41569-020-00445-9
https://www.nature.com/nrcardio
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Integra9on of novel monitoring devices with machine learning technology for scalable cardiovascular management
Chayakrit Kri>anawong, Nature Reviews Cardiology volume 18, pages75–91(2021)

“It is not just about the sensor, you got to make sense of that”
Martin Cowie, 2021

Novas Fronteiras em Cardiologia

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41569-020-00445-9
https://www.nature.com/nrcardio
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Digital transformation

In a context of strong budgetary restraint and almost impossibility of hiring

more human resources, technology can be the key and factor of transformation

and induction of greater efficiency and optimization of the health system

André Aragão Azevedo, 8ª Conferência de Valor APAH, Out 2020
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The health system of the future - working environments
driven by digital health

• Training in universi<es of health professionals

• Investment in the con<nuous development of skills

• Recourse to professionals from other countries empowered by the use of low-

health and real-<me data monitoring

• Pa<ents diagnosed, reviewed and treated at home (increased home

hospitaliza<on)

• The role of clinicians will change drama<cally in terms of the type of work they

do, where they do it, and how they do it
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